Human brains form highly complex circuits where the circuit elements communicate using electrical and/or chemical signals. It consists of approximately 100 billion neurons and many more glial cells. Furthermore, the hundreds of billions of neurons and glial cells also come in various different cell types, which can be categorized based on their shape, location, genetic properties, and the chemicals used for communication. It has been extremely difficult to spatially distinguish pertinent elements, adding complexity to the understanding of a circuit's connection topology and function. Different state-of-the art methods to understand brain circuits include microscopic approaches looking at small-scale connections with electron (Briggman and Denk, [@B7]; Bock et al., [@B4]; Briggman et al., [@B8]) and light microscopy (Livet et al., [@B23]; Micheva and Smith, [@B24]; Choe et al., [@B10]), and larger scale connection topologies using light microscopy of brain sections across the whole brain (Bohland et al., [@B5]), and diffusion tensor MRI (Mori and Zhang, [@B26]). However, one of the most important approaches in understanding complex circuits, as is often used with electronic circuits, is the ability to trigger specific circuit elements with high temporal precision while monitoring the global network response in an intact circuit. The new optogenetic (Boyden et al., [@B6]; Zhang et al., [@B39], [@B37],[@B38]) functional magnetic resonance imaging (ofMRI; Lee et al., [@B22]) has the potential to enable such processes for brain circuits. Optogenetic stimulation allows for cell-type specific stimulation with high temporal precision while the network response is measured non-invasively across the whole brain. This approach allows brain circuits to be systematically analyzed in normal and diseased conditions where it not only provides tracing of activity throughout the brain but has the potential to serve as an *in vivo* quantitative biomarker that can be directly correlated with normal and diseased phenotypes.

Brain Circuit Analysis and Debugging with ofMRI
===============================================

Optogenetics (Boyden et al., [@B6]; Zhang et al., [@B39], [@B37],[@B38]), is a revolutionary technology in which single-component microbial light-activated trans-membrane conductance regulators are introduced into specifically targeted cell types using genetic approaches allowing millisecond-scale targeted activity modulation *in vivo* (Aravanis et al., [@B1]). Channelrhodopsin (ChR2) is a monovalent cation channel that allows Na+ ions to enter the cell following exposure to 470 nm blue light, whereas Halorhodopsin (NpHR) is a chloride pump that activates upon illumination with 580 nm yellow light. As the optimum activation wavelength of these two proteins are over 100 nm apart, they can be controlled independently to either initiate action potential firing or suppress neural activity in intact tissue, and together may modulate neuronal synchrony. Both proteins have fast temporal kinetics, on the scale of milliseconds, making it possible to drive reliable trains of high frequency action potentials *in vivo* using ChR2 and suppress single action potentials within high frequency spike trains using NpHR. Recent developments in optogenetics also provide a wide range of additional tools including more accurate temporal kinetics (Gunaydin et al., [@B16]), step function control (Berndt et al., [@B3]), and higher sensitivity to light (Gradinaru et al., [@B15]; Chow et al., [@B11]). Thus far, one of the greatest challenges in neuroscience has been the difficulty of selectively controlling different circuit elements due to the dense complex wiring of many different cell types. Optogenetics, by enabling *in vivo* control of genetically targeted circuit elements, represents an exciting new opportunity for addressing these complicated issues.

The ofMRI technology (Lee et al., [@B22]; Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), by combining optogenetics with fMRI, allows precise control of brain circuit elements and *in vivo* visualization of the resulting causal effects on the brain. In the first study demonstrating ofMRI (Lee et al., [@B22]), brain circuit elements were successfully controlled and monitored based on their genetic identity, cell body location, and axonal projection target. Selective excitation of excitatory neurons with cell body in M1 cortex resulted in robust activity measurement in local cortex (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and distal areas including striatum, and thalamus (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It was also demonstrated that the neural activity is more accurately mapped throughout the brain using the passband bSSFP--fMRI technique (Lee et al., [@B21]) compared to the conventional GRE-BOLD fMRI technique (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The temporal dynamics of the fMRI signal was also shown to have strong correlations with the electrophysiological measurements indicating that the fMRI hemodynamic response accurately reflects temporal neural activity pattern (Figure 2 in Lee et al., [@B22]). Targeting excitatory neurons in anterior and posterior thalamus also demonstrated robust local and long-range activity consistent with the existing literature regarding network connectivity of each region (Figure 4 in Lee et al., [@B22]). In addition, selective excitation of axonal fibers projecting from M1 cortex within the thalamus, by selective expression of ChR2 in excitatory neurons with cell body in the M1 cortex and optical stimulation in the thalamus, showed that wiring patterns in addition to genetic identity can be used to selectively target and monitor the brain circuitry (Figure 3 in Lee et al., [@B22]). These findings demonstrate basic feasibility on how ofMRI defines a potent tool that is suitable for functional circuit analysis as well as global phenotyping of dysfunctional circuitry.

![**Optogenetic functional magnetic resonance imaging enables systematic brain circuit analysis through cell-type specific stimulation and non-invasive monitoring of the activity throughout the whole brain**. **(A)** Schematic: transduced cells (triangles) and blue light delivery shown in M1. Coronally imaged slices in **(D)** marked as "1.0.9." **(B)** Confocal images of ChR2--EYFP expression in M1. **(C)** Extracellular optrode recordings during 473 nm optical stimulation (20Hz/15 ms pulsewidth). **(D)** BOLD activation is observed at or near the site of optical stimulation in animals injected with AAV5--CaMKIIα::ChR2--EYFP (white arrowhead: injection/stimulation site). Coronal slices are consecutive and 0.5 mm thick. **(E)**, Left: ofMRI hemodynamic response during 6 epochs of optical stimulation at 20 Hz/15 ms 473 nm light stimulation repeated every 60 s (blue bars). Hemodynamic response averaged across all voxels with coherence coefficient \>0.35 in motor cortex. *Right*, Mean of all stimulation epochs. (Modified Figure from Lee et al., [@B22]).](fninf-05-00021-g001){#F1}

![**(A)** Injection of CaMKIIα::ChR2-EYFP in M1, as expected, leads to opsin expression in motor cortex, striatum, and thalamus, i.e., the primary site of injection and sites targeted by the axonal projection of expressing neurons. **(B)** Conventional BOLD fMRI activity map superimposed onto appropriate anatomical and atlas images. **(C)** Passband bSSFP-fMRI activity map superimposed onto appropriate anatomical and atlas images, which more fully captures circuit-level activity. (Modified supplemental Figure from Lee et al., [@B22]).](fninf-05-00021-g002){#F2}

Tracing the Brain Connection Topology and Activity
==================================================

To compare the nature of different information obtained using various methods to understand the connectivity of the brain, let us consider a simple model of the brain (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Assume a brain that has three distinct areas (nodes labeled A--C), with connections originating from each area with the number of connections from one node to another ranging from 1 to 4. For simplicity, let us further assume that a given node is either excitatory (red triangle) or inhibitory (blue square). We will further assume that conflicting signals received from different nodes is resolved by majority vote. For example, if four inhibitory inputs and three excitatory inputs are received, the node will be inhibited. We also assume all nodes are synchronized where τ is the time it takes for each node to trigger the next node and that external stimulation results in an immediate state change at the stimulated node, which allows us to assume a discrete time model where n is the time variable with the discrete time interval τ. While the realistic scenario is obviously much more complex than what is represented here, this simple model brain can help illustrate how different techniques address distinct pieces of the puzzle in our effort to understand the brain circuit. The model brain described above can be summarized with Eq. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where G is the connectivity matrix with entry values that can range from −4 to 4, X(n) and Y(n) are the stimulus input vector and the activity at a given time n with values of 0 (not active) or 1 (active). G will then be a 3 by 3 matrix, X(n) and Y(n) will be 3 by 1 vectors. u is the unit step function applied to each vector components separately.

![**Tracing brain pathways: simplified model of brain demonstrates nature of the different information obtained using the current state-of-the art methods**. **(A)** Simplified model brain with three distinct areas labeled A--C. Each area has connections originating from one area connecting to another with the number of connections that range from 1 to 4. Each node is also characterized as excitatory (red triangle) or inhibitory (blue square). **(B)** Anatomical tracing with anterograde tracers that do not cross synapses. **(C)** Diffusion tensor MRI has the potential to reveal large-scale axonal connections without connection type and directional information. **(D)** ofMRI with stimulation of the excitatory neurons with cell bodies at node A.1/6τ Hz, 3τ s duration (τ = 4 ms) stimulation, repeated every 1 min for 20 s duration will result in 1/6τ Hz activity in all three nodes. Node B activity will be at τ duration while A and C have 3τ duration. Node B and C activity will also be delayed by τ (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The color of the node (red) represent the expected positive BOLD signal from the increased activity at all three nodes synchronized with the stimulation cycle. Blue time course on the right of node Are presents temporally encoded optogenetic stimulation and the gray time curves show the temporal firing patterns captured through ofMRI--HRF. ofMRI is expected to reflect network activity pattern determined by the cell types involved, network connection topology, and temporal stimulation pattern.](fninf-05-00021-g003){#F3}
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For the model brain outlined in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, the G matrix is as follows with a zero-state initial condition.
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The tracer methods (Raju and Smith, [@B30]) based on viral and/or chemical tracers will provide anatomical information with directionality (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). For example, if an anterograde tracer that does not cross synapses is injected into node A, the injection node will be highlighted with its axonal projections showing nodes that are directly connected with node A (B, C). Different types of tracers, for example, retrograde tracers (Miyamichi et al., [@B25]) will give information regarding which nodes the injected region receive axonal projections from. As demonstrated with this example, the tracer-based methods have the advantage of providing information about how different areas are connected with direction and cell type information. However, the main drawback of the method is that it does not allow *in vivo* evaluation of the connection, as well as the fact that the number of synapses that can be crossed by existing tracers is limited. Recent developments of powerful tracers with high level of specific control (Wall et al., [@B36]) and manganese ion (Mn^2+^, Pautler et al., [@B28])-based MRI-sensitive *in vivo* fiber tract tracer potentially overcome some of the challenges. While individual tracer methods pose different pros and cons, the main information the tracing methods aims to obtain is the anatomical connectivity with directionality (*G~ij~* vs. *G~ji~*) and cell type (+, −).

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI; Mori and Zhang, [@B26]) is an MR technique that relies on the restricted and/or anisotropic zero-displacement diffusion of metabolites (normally the most abundant water molecules are used) within and across different neural compartments (such as intra/extra cellular diffusion and diffusion within the myelin sheath etc.). Signal attenuation is observed whenever diffusion is present along the direction of the magnetic field gradients. The resulting diffusion ellipsoids for each voxel can then be concatenated in order to yield smooth trajectories that are assumed to be co-linear to the primary direction of the physical barriers, which cause the diffusion to be restricted/anisotropic in the first place. With DTI, large-scale connections can be measured without directionality, and without cell type information (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Due to limitations in spatial resolution and DTI technique's ability to resolve directional ambiguities when fibers cross, the information that is obtained using DTI will be coarser than those obtained using tracer methods. However, DTI allows *in vivo*, non-invasive, and whole brain scanning ability, which enables the assessment of the connections in fully intact brain with the possibility of longitudinal assessment in living humans. Ideally, DTI aims to uncover the larger values of \|*G~ij~*\| + \|*G~ji~*\| (no direction, cell type information). In Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C, the DTI image shows connections with \|*G~ij~*\| + \|*G~ji~*\| values over 3 as an example.

To fully understand the brain, temporal dynamics have to be resolved in addition to the anatomical connections. Traditionally, electrophysiological stimulation and recording hold an important place in the assessment of the activity. For activity assessment in an intact circuit, electrodes are placed *in vivo* where cells at a specific location are stimulated and/or recorded. However, one of the most significant difficulties with this approach has been the lack of cell type specificity in the stimulation (Histed et al., [@B18]), and the limited spatial information in the readout. With the lack of cell type specificity, it is difficult to interpret the resulting signal while the limited spatial information makes it difficult to trace the activity throughout the brain. fMRI (Ogawa et al., [@B27]; Bandettini and Wong, [@B2]; Song et al., [@B31]), on the other hand, while being a completely non-invasive technique with whole brain spatial information, also lacks cell-type specificity in stimulation with the conventional sensory stimulations and micro-electrode based stimulations (Tolias et al., [@B35]). Techniques such as resting-state fMRI (Fox and Raichle, [@B12]), while revealing valuable, completely non-invasive information about the network level connectivity, do not provide causal information. Modeling approaches to obtain causal information include the use of granger causality (Goebel et al., [@B13]) and dynamic causal modeling (Stephan and Friston, [@B33]).

ofMRI adds valuable new information since causal communication can be directly traced throughout the brain across multiple synapses with global activity pattern information *in vivo*. For example, if node A is excited, the downstream impact of such stimulation will be visualized across the whole brain with full spatial information. Assuming a stimulation with 1/6τ Hz, 3τ s duration (where, τ = 4 ms) repeated every 1 min for 20 s duration at node A \[Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D; Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; X(n)\], one can potentially expect positive BOLD signal in all three nodes, since all three nodes will have increased neural activity at 1/6τ Hz with 3τ duration at node A and C and τ duration at node B \[Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; Y(n)\]. The amplitude of the ofMRI-measured response at node B could be 3 times smaller than the other nodes since it is three times less active. Alternatively, if continuous stimulation is applied at node A for 20 s every 1 min \[Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; X(n)\], one can expect positive BOLD signal in only node A and C since node B will not be active except for a mere τ s at the beginning of the 20-s stimulation \[Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; Y(n)\].

###### 

**Temporal dynamics of the simplified brain circuit**. X(n) and Y(n) for an example stimulation of **(A)**, 1/6τ Hz, 3τ s duration (τ = 4 ms), repeated every 1 min for 20 s at node A, and **(B)**, constant stimulation repeated every 1 min for 20 s at node A. Each column represents signal value at every time interval τ.)
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As illustrated through this simple example, temporal encoding of the stimulation, in addition to the anatomical connections and cell type, is expected to determine how activity propagates throughout the brain. ofMRI, for the first time, offers the potential to trace such activity throughout the whole brain with temporal accuracy. While the exact relationship between the neural activity and the observed ofMRI signal remains elusive, initial studies show that neural activity patterns are strongly correlated with the ofMRI hemodynamic response function (HRF; Figure 2 in Lee et al., [@B22]).

Discussion
==========

While the published study (Lee et al., [@B22]) shows great promise in terms of the ofMRI technology's capability to accurately trace neural activity across the whole brain, further investigation on neurovascular coupling is necessary to accurately trace neural activity. While the causal roles of the excitatory neurons have been investigated, causal roles of other cell types need to be further studied. In addition, triggering of any specific cell types will result in a cascade of activity in many different cell types that are connected to the primary neuron that is being modulated. Therefore, in order to study the one to one relationship between specific cell types and the resulting HRF, combinatorial approach of excitation and inhibition using ChR2 and NpHR will be necessary (see Pearl, [@B29] for the use of inhibition to infer causality). For example, in order to study the role of excitatory neurons in generating the BOLD signal in the absence of activity in any other cell types, one can stimulate the excitatory neurons with ChR2 while inhibiting all other cell types using NpHR. Furthermore, ofMRI signal most likely represents a group average of neural activity since each imaging voxel is much larger than individual neurons. Each voxel can contain both excitation and inhibition. Therefore, investigating the relationship between how different mixture of activity is reflected in the ofMRI signal will be of great importance.

In addition to uncovering the cell-type specific roles in generating distinct HRFs, one can also utilize the temporally accurate control enabled by optogenetics to investigate the relationship between temporal signaling and the corresponding HRF. Temporal encoding will most likely change the local HRF as well as the signal propagation throughout the neural network. Once the relationship between the signaling pattern and the ofMRI signal is revealed, ofMRI studies can be used to accurately infer the signaling pattern in addition to the location of the traced activity. While initial studies hint at the possibility of inferring such temporal information, further studies to understand the relationship with experiment designs specifically targeted to understand the relationship will be necessary to bring this potential capability to its full potential.

In the efforts to trace the neural activity, distinguishing activity resulting from the first, second, and higher order connectivity is of great interest. Due to the relatively slow time scale provided by fMRI studies, which is on the order of seconds, activity cannot be traced at the timescale of the neural activity. However, careful experiment designs involving anatomical knowledge, particular design of stimulation patterns, and the study of the resulting shape, delay of the HRF can potentially provide valuable information.

Additional considerations that need to be taken into account include the use of anesthesia. Initial experiments were conducted with light isoflurane anesthesia. Anesthesia is known to have an impact on the neural activity, its propagation and the resulting HRF. Precisely how it impacts the system and whether it is of importance will depend on the system under investigation. While anesthesia is likely to bring about changes in neural response, whether the specific change impacts the conclusion of a study can vary. Further studies utilizing different anesthesia and awake animals will be of crucial importance to fully understand the impact of anesthesia on ofMRI signals.

Furthermore, while the initially published study demonstrates 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm resolution scans covering most of the brain volume, future technological developments can potentially enable ofMRI at the cortical layer and sub-nucleus specific level while covering the whole brain. Combining ofMRI approaches with other methods including anatomical connectomics data, modeling approach, resting-state fMRI, electrophysiological studies, optical imaging, and behavioral readouts will also be a powerful new synergistic approach to study brain circuits.

Conclusion
==========

Increasing data suggest that the brain functions as an integrated circuit with network communication across diverse brain circuit elements and that disorders result in network level dysfunction of the brain (Cardin et al., [@B9]; Gradinaru et al., [@B14]; Kravitz et al., [@B20]). With ofMRI, large-scale communication arising from specifically targeted neural populations can be mapped across the whole brain with spatial and temporal accuracy. This will add an important new dimension to the anatomical connectomics project (Sporns et al., [@B32]) by visualizing how information propagates through the network. ofMRI based, cell-type specific, activity-dependent brain atlases can also provide a new angle to understanding the brain architecture by providing additional information in the efforts to segment different brain regions (Hilgetag et al., [@B17]) and in understanding the relationship between the segmented regions (Stephan et al., [@B34]; Honey et al., [@B19]).
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